THE PLANS OF THE PROJECT

OPEN UP THE SEMI-PUBLIC SPACE.
A PLEA FOR A WORK & LIVE DWELLINGS IN AMSTERDAM
H1 NEIGHBORHOOD I

BUILDING a 1
BUILDING b 4
BUILDING c 7
BUILDING d 10

H2 NEIGHBORHOOD II

BUILDING a 13
BUILDING b 16
BUILDING c 20

H3 NEIGHBORHOOD III

BUILDING a 23
BUILDING b 26
BUILDING c 30
BUILDING d 34

H3 NEIGHBORHOOD IV

BUILDING a 38
Meaning of This Book

This booklet will give you the inside view of all the floorplans of all the buildings in the neighborhood.

In the book 'the dwelling types of the project' there is more detailed information given of the building 446.

This booklet gives you also information about the 444 building, the 448 and 4410 building floor plans. With this information it is possible to see all the dwelling types who are not made because of the system but out of the contextual consequences.

The buildings and the floorplans are grouped as in the picture on the left of this page. For example:

If you want to look at the second floor of the third building on top of the second row.

you will search for the code:

IIA02

II = The neighborhood
A = The Building
02 = The Floor
Neighborhood I
NEIGHBORHOOD I

Open Up the Semi Public Space

Legend:

1. Entrance
2. Dining area & Kitchen
3. Living Room
4. Toilet
5. Wardrobe
6. Dwellers Choice
7. Office space
8. Bedroom
9. Shower
10. Climate Room
11. Comunal Glashouse
12. Private outside space

Floor 03
Dwelling type B

Floor 03
Dwelling type B

Second Floor 1:100
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGEND
1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

Floor 02
- Dwelling type A
- Dwelling type B
- Dwelling type C
- Dwelling type D
- Dwelling type E
- Dwelling type F
- Dwelling type G
- Dwelling type H

Floor 01
- Dwelling type F
- Office type X

Floor 02
- First Floor 1:100
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

Floor 01
- Dwelling type A
- Dwelling type B
- Dwelling type C
- Dwelling type D

Floor 01
- Dwelling type C

Floor 01
- Dwelling type D

A Ground Floor 1:100
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

First Floor 1:100

NEIGHBORHOOD I
Neighborhood I - ID02
Open Up the Semi Public Space

A  Ground Floor 1:100

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

NEIGHBORHOOD II

Neighborhood II - IIB01

LEGENDA

LEGENDA

250 500 1000 2000
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Chiose
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

Ground Floor 1:100

Neighborhood II - IIC01

[+1000]
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA
1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

C Second Floor 1:100
Neighborhood III - III C04

Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1. Entrance
2. Dinning area & Kitchen
3. Living Room
4. Toilet
5. wardrobe
6. Dwellers Choice
7. Office space
8. Bedroom
9. Shower
10. Climate Room
11. Comunal Glashouse
12. Private outside space

C  Third Floor 1:100
Neighborhood III - III D04

Open Up the Semi Public Space

C Third Floor
Neighborhood IV
Open Up the Semi Public Space

Neighborhood IV - IVA01

LEGENDA

1. Entrance
2. Dinning area & Kitchen
3. Living Room
4. Toilet
5. wardrobe
6. Dwellers Choice
7. Office space
8. Bedroom
9. Shower
10. Climate Room
11. Comunal Glashouse
12. Private outside space

A. Ground Floor 1:100
Open Up the Semi Public Space

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choice
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glasshouse
12 Private outside space
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1. Entrance
2. Dinning area & Kitchen
3. Living Room
4. Toilet
5. wardrobe
6. Dwellers Choise
7. Office space
8. Bedroom
9. Shower
10. Climate Room
11. Comunal Glashouse
12. Private outside space

Floor 01
Dwelling type B

Floor 02
Dwelling type H

Floor 02
Dwelling type H

Neighborhood IV - IVA03

Second Floor 1:100

[+5200]
Open Up the Semi Public Space

LEGENDA

1 Entrance
2 Dinning area & Kitchen
3 Living Room
4 Toilet
5 wardrobe
6 Dwellers Choise
7 Office space
8 Bedroom
9 Shower
10 Climate Room
11 Comunal Glashouse
12 Private outside space

Floor 02 Dwelling type j

NEIGHBORHOOD IV

Neighborhood IV - IVA04

B Third Floor 1:100